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PURPOSE, LIMITATIONS AND INSPECTOR / CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
This property inspection report may include an inspection agreement (contract), addenda, and other information related to
property conditions. If any item or comment is unclear, you should ask the inspector to clarify the findings. It is important that
you carefully read ALL of this information.
This inspection is subject to the rules (“Rules”) of the Texas Real Estate Commission (“TREC”), which can be found at
www.trec.texas.gov.
The TREC Standards of Practice (Sections 535.227-535.233 of the Rules) are the minimum standard for inspections by
TREC Licensed inspectors. An inspection addresses only those components and conditions that are present, visible, and
accessible at the time of the inspection. While there may be other parts, components or systems present, only those items
specifically noted as being inspected were inspected. The inspector is NOT required to turn on decommissioned equipment,
systems, utility services or apply an open flame or light a pilot to operate any appliance. The inspector is NOT required to
climb over obstacles, move furnishings or stored items. The inspection report may address issues that are code-based or
may refer to a particular code; however, this is NOT a code compliance inspection and does NOT verify compliance with
manufacturer’s installation instructions. The inspection does NOT imply insurability or warrantability of the structure or its
components. Although some safety issues may be addressed in this report, this inspection is NOT a safety/code inspection,
and the inspector is NOT required to identify all potential hazards.
In this report, the inspector shall indicate, by checking the appropriate boxes on the form, whether each item was inspected,
not inspected, not present or deficient and explain the findings in the corresponding section in the body of the report form.
The inspector must check the Deficient (D) box if a condition exists that adversely and materially affects the performance
of a system or component or constitutes a hazard to life, limb or property as specified by the TREC Standards of Practice.
General deficiencies include inoperability, material distress, water penetration, damage, deterioration, missing components,
and unsuitable installation. Comments may be provided by the inspector whether or not an item is deemed deficient. The
inspector is not required to prioritize or emphasize the importance of one deficiency over another.
Some items reported may be considered life-safety upgrades to the property. For more information, refer to Texas Real Estate
Consumer Notice Concerning Recognized Hazards or Deficiencies below.
THIS PROPERTY INSPECTION IS NOT A TECHNICALLY EXHAUSTIVE INSPECTION OF THE STRUCTURE, SYSTEMS
OR COMPONENTS. The inspection may not reveal all deficiencies. A real estate inspection helps to reduce some of the risk
involved in purchasing a home, but it cannot eliminate these risks, nor can the inspection anticipate future events or changes in
performance due to changes in use or occupancy. It is recommended that you obtain as much information as is available about
this property, including any seller’s disclosures, previous inspection reports, engineering reports, building/remodeling permits,
and reports performed for or by relocation companies, municipal inspection departments, lenders, insurers, and appraisers.
Promulgated by the Texas Real Estate Commission(TREC)
(http:\\www.trec.state.tx.us).

P.O. Box 12188, Austin, TX 78711-2188
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You should also attempt to determine whether repairs, renovation, remodeling, additions, or other such activities have taken
place at this property. It is not the inspector’s responsibility to confirm that information obtained from these sources is complete
or accurate or that this inspection is consistent with the opinions expressed in previous or future reports.
ITEMS IDENTIFIED IN THE REPORT DO NOT OBLIGATE ANY PARTY TO MAKE REPAIRS OR TAKE OTHER ACTIONS,
NOR IS THE PURCHASER REQUIRED TO REQUEST THAT THE SELLER TAKE ANY ACTION. When a deficiency is
reported, it is the client’s responsibility to obtain further evaluations and/or cost estimates from qualified service professionals.
Any such follow-up should take place prior to the expiration of any time limitations such as option periods.
Evaluations by qualified tradesmen may lead to the discovery of additional deficiencies which may involve additional repair
costs. Failure to address deficiencies or comments noted in this report may lead to further damage of the structure or systems
and add to the original repair costs. The inspector is not required to provide follow-up services to verify that proper repairs
have been made.
Property conditions change with time and use. For example, mechanical devices can fail at any time, plumbing gaskets and
seals may crack if the appliance or plumbing fixture is not used often, roof leaks can occur at any time regardless of the
apparent condition of the roof, and the performance of the structure and the systems may change due to changes in use or
occupancy, effects of weather, etc. These changes or repairs made to the structure after the inspection may render information
contained herein obsolete or invalid. This report is provided for the specific benefit of the client named above and is based
on observations at the time of the inspection. If you did not hire the inspector yourself, reliance on this report may provide
incomplete or outdated information. Repairs, professional opinions or additional inspection reports may affect the meaning
of the information in this report. It is recommended that you hire a licensed inspector to perform an inspection to meet your
specific needs and to provide you with current information concerning this property.
TEXAS REAL ESTATE CONSUMER NOTICE CONCERNING HAZARDS OR DEFICIENCIES
Each year, Texans sustain property damage and are injured by accidents in the home. While some accidents may not
be avoidable, many other accidents, injuries, and deaths may be avoided through the identification and repair of certain
hazardous conditions. Examples of such hazards include:
• malfunctioning, improperly installed, or missing ground fault circuit protection (GFCI) devices for electrical
receptacles in garages, bathrooms, kitchens, and exterior areas;
• malfunctioning arc fault protection (AFCI) devices;
• ordinary glass in locations where modern construction techniques call for safety glass;
• malfunctioning or lack of fire safety features such as smoke alarms, fire-rated doors in certain locations, and
functional emergency escape and rescue openings in bedrooms;
• malfunctioning carbon monoxide alarms;
• excessive spacing between balusters on stairways and porches;
• improperly installed appliances;
• improperly installed or defective safety devices;
• lack of electrical bonding and grounding; and
• lack of bonding on gas piping, including corrugated stainless steel tubing (CSST).
To ensure that consumers are informed of hazards such as these, the Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC) has adopted
Standards of Practice requiring licensed inspectors to report these conditions as “Deficient” when performing an inspection for
a buyer or seller, if they can be reasonably determined.
These conditions may not have violated building codes or common practices at the time of the construction of the home, or
they may have been “grandfathered” because they were present prior to the adoption of codes prohibiting such conditions.
While the TREC Standards of Practice do not require inspectors to perform a code compliance inspection, TREC considers
the potential for injury or property loss from the hazards addressed in the Standards of Practice to be significant enough to
warrant this notice.
Contract forms developed by TREC for use by its real estate licensees also inform the buyer of the right to have the home
inspected and can provide an option clause permitting the buyer to terminate the contract within a specified time. Neither
the Standards of Practice nor the TREC contract forms require a seller to remedy conditions revealed by an inspection. The
decision to correct a hazard or any deficiency identified in an inspection report is left to the parties to the contract for the sale
or purchase of the home.
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INFORMATION INCLUDED UNDER "ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY INSPECTOR", OR PROVIDED AS
AN ATTACHMENT WITH THE STANDARD FORM, IS NOT REQUIRED BY THE COMMISSION AND MAY CONTAIN
CONTRACTUAL TERMS BETWEEN THE INSPECTOR AND YOU, AS THE CLIENT. THE COMMISSION DOES NOT
REGULATE CONTRACTUAL TERMS BETWEEN PARTIES. IF YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND THE EFFECT OF ANY
CONTRACTUAL TERM CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION OR ANY ATTACHMENTS, CONSULT AN ATTORNEY.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY INSPECTOR:
Standards of Practice:

In Attendance:

Type of building:

TREC Texas Real Estate Commission

Scott Anding #20124 Kevin Smith #20738,

Single Family (2 story)

Colby Bridges #21280, buyer and buyers
agent.
Approximate age of building:

Home Faces:

Temperature:

23 years

North

Over 60 (F) = 15.5 (C)

Weather:

Ground/Soil surface condition:

Rain in last 3 days:

Clear, Hot and Humid

Damp

Yes

Water Pressure Test Conducted:

Cosmetic Deficienceis:

Yes

Although not required by the TREC
Standards of Practice, cosmetic deficienceis
are identified as a curtesy to our clients.
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I. STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS
A. Foundations
Type of Foundation (s): Slab Foundation
Comments:
(1) Foundation Opinion - Foundations are evaluated against the performance of all of the components of
the structure in a holistic perspective.
This slab foundation appears to be functioning as intended on the day of the inspection and is stable.
Minor / normal interior, exterior wall cracks and ceiling cracks were observed; No binding doors or
windows: No out of square, non latching doors; No out of square door framing or window framing, No
structural framing or frieze board separations; No sloping floors; No window or flooring or separations; and
No rotating, buckling, cracking, or deflecting masonry cladding was observed at the time of the inspection.
Utilizing the Zip Level Pro2000 measurements revealed deviations ranging from +0.7 to -0.4 from the
control point and are normal for a home of this age and location. These deviations are within the
tolerances of the accepted standards by not deviating plus or minus 1.0 inches at 30 feet, 1.5 inches at 45
feet, or 2.0 inches at 60 feet.
We cannot guarantee that further foundation movement will not occur. If good perimeter soil maintenance
practices are not followed, the foundation may move differentially as it reacts to altered moisture levels. It
is not uncommon for drywall and masonry surfaces to crack due to design flexure in the foundation and
such movement does not necessarily constitute new or on going foundation concerns.

Measurements
(2) Exterior Foundation - No deficiencies observed at time of inspection.
B. Grading and Drainage
Comments:
(1) Grading and Drainage - The grade or slope abutting the foundation does not meet current minimum
standards for grade slope away from the structure. The current recommended standard for a grade slope
is a downward fall or drop of six inches over the first ten feet away from the foundations perimeter. If it is
not possible to achieve a grade/slope fall of six inches over the first ten feet then a five percent grade/
slope fall to a swale or other means of directing water away from the foundation is recommended. To
prevent unwanted water accumulation the grade/slope should be corrected by a qualified landscape
contractor.
(2) Grading - The grade/soil level around the foundations perimeter is too high in several locations around
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the home. The grade/soil level should be lowered to 4 inches below the brick veneer to allow for pest
identification and the prevention of unwanted moisture intrusion into the wall structure.

Representative high soil below
brick veneer

Representative high soil below
brick veneer

(3) Drainage - The gutters are holding debris and there are multiple gutter system and downspouts that
are corroded. We recommend having a professional guttering systems contractor perform a
comprehensive evaluation of the building drainage systems. All recommendations made by the contractor
should be carried out.

Corrosion

Corrosion

Corroded downspout
C. Roof Covering Materials
Types of Roof Covering: Compostion Shingles
Roof Viewed From: Ground
Roof Ventilation: Turbines
Roof Covering - Evidence of Water Penetration: No visible evidence of moisture penetration at time of
inspection.
Roof - Evidence of Previous Repairs: No evidence of previous repairs were obesrved at the time of
the inspection.
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Comments:
(1) Roof Covering Materials - Kickout flashing is not present at the required locations and the brick
veneer is water stained in multiple locations. Kickout flashing diverts water away from the siding and into
the gutter system. A professional roofer should install kickout flashing at all required locations. The
photographs provide a representation of the observed deficiency. The photographs should not be
considered the only instances.

Representative location where
kickout flashing is not present

Representative water stained
brick

(2) Roof Covering Materials - On the front left side hip ridge there is a damaged shingle. If this is of
concern a professional roofing contractor can further evaluate the roof covering materials. If repairs are
recommended the recommended repairs should be carried out.

Left front

Damaged shingle

(3) Roof Covering Materials - There is a lifting gas vent apron flashing at the rear of the home. A
professional roofing contractor should assess and make necessary corrections.

D. Roof Structures and Attics
Method used to observe attic: Walked floored areas only
Roof Structure: Stick-built
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Attic Access: Pull Down stairs, Walk In
Attic Insulation: Batt
Approximate Average Depth of Insulation: 7 inches
Approximate Average Thickness of Vertical Insulation: less than 6 inches
Estimated Roof Slope: Estimated slope 8:12
Roof Structure - Evidence Water Penetration: Water penetrations were not observed within the roof
structure componets.
Comments:
(1) Exterior Roof Structure (fascias and soffits) - There are several locations where fascia and soffit
boards have been damaged by pests. Screen mesh has been placed in the holes. We recommend
having a qualified exterior finishing systems contractor further evaluate. All recommendations made by the
contractor should be carried out.

Representative location on the
right side

Damaged soffit and fascia

Front left

Damaged soffit

(2) Exterior Roof Structure (soffits) - There is a deteriorated soffit board to the right of the rear chimney.
This type of deterioration is frequently associated with water back flowing over obstructed gutters. We
recommend having a qualified contractor assess the deteriorated area. All recommendations made by the
contractor should be carried out.
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Location at the rear of the home

Deteriorated soffit

(3) Interior Attic Roof Structure - No deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection.
(4) Attic - Insulation - There are several locations where insulation is not present in the attics. We
recommend having the insulation replaced by a qualified contractor.

Missing vertical insulation

Insulation void and insulation
installed backwards

Insulation void
(5) Attic - Insulation - The insulation does not meet current recommended R value. It is recommended
that a qualified professional contractor install additional insulation up to or exceeding the current
recommended R value.
E. Walls (Interior and Exterior)
Wall Structure Exterior: Brick
Wall Structure Interior: Gypsum board / sheetrock
Walls - Evidence of Moisture Penetration: No evidence of moisture penetration at the time of the
inspection.
Comments:
(1) Interior Room Walls - There are cracks in the interior room and evidence of prior repairs in multiple
locations. These types of cracks can be indicative of structural or foundational movement, however it
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cannot be determined as to what actually caused the cracks, when the cracks first appeared, or if they will
expand. Minor stress cracks are normal for this location due to expansive soil characteristics and should
be expected. The cracks should be repaired by a qualified contractor and should be monitored for further
movement or separation.
Specific locations where this deficiency was observed: Kitchen pantry, Main living room - left of
fireplace and in the Formal dining room

Kitchen pantry

Main living room - left of fireplace

Formal dining room

Formal dining room

(2) Interior Walls - Shower / Tub Walls - There is cracked grout between the tiles which is in need of
repair to prevent moisture penetration into behind the tile surface. It is recommended that a qualified
professional contractor further evaluate and make proper corrections.
Specific locations include: Guest bedrooms bathroom

Guest bathroom
(3) Interior Walls - Counter Back Splash - There is a separation caulking where the back splash
intersects with the wall. It is recommended that a qualified professional contractor further evaluate and
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make proper corrections. Due to the location and potential moisture penetration, this is not considered a
cosmetic deficiency.

Area of concern
(4) Walls Exterior - Vines are growing on the veneer. The vine root system is growing into the veneer.
Over time the roots will degrade the integrity of the veneer. Our recommendation is to have the vines
removed and to have any damage caused by the vines repaired by a qualified contractor.

Representative vines growing on
brick veneer
(5) Exterior Walls - There are multiple locations where the vegetation is too close to the structure. When
vegetation is too close to the structure moisture builds up and prematurely deteriorates structural
components. Our recommendation is to have a qualified landscape contractor trim vegetation away from
the structure.

Representative vegetation too
close to structure
(6) Exterior Walls - On the front left side of the home paint is missing on a brick frieze board. To protect
against premature degradation the affected area should be painted by a qualified contractor.
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Missing paint
(7) Exterior Walls - The brick veneer is cracked on the left side towards the front and at the rear outdoor
living area. We recommend having the cracks repaired by a qualified contractor.

Location on left side towards the
front

Cracked brick veneer

Rear outdoor living area

Cracked brick veneer

(8) Exterior Walls - At the rear of the home, above the outdoor living area, the siding at the base of the
wall below the windows is deteriorated. Above this location there is a condensation drip pan drain line that
was draining at the time of the inspection (see Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Systems later in
this report) We recommend having the deteriorated area assessed by a exterior finishing systems
contractor. Recommendations made by the contractor should be carried out.
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Location at the rear of the home

Deteriorated materials

(9) Exterior Walls - There is siding that does not have proper clearance from the roof covering material.
(multiple locations) The clearance is designed to allow water to flow freely and to prevent water uptake
into the sidewall material. A qualified professional contractor should bring the clearance between the
sidewall and roof covering into compliance with current building standards. The included photographs are
representative and should not be considered the only instances.

Representative photograph of
improper clearance between
siding and roof covering
(10) Exterior Walls - The decorative wood structure below the opening at the courtyard on the right side of
the home has a gap between the structure and the brick lintel above on the north end. It is beyond the
scope of this inspection to determine why there is a gap on the north end of this structure. We recommend
having a professional contractor further evaluate. Recommendations made by the contractor should be
carried out.
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North end gap

No gap on the south end
F. Ceilings and Floors
Ceilings Type: Gypsum Board / Sheetrock
Ceilings - Evidence of Moisture Penetration: Evidence of moisture was detected. See report for
additional information.
Floor Type: Hardwoods, Carpet, Tile
Comments:
(1) Interior Ceilings - Minor interior ceiling cracks were observed. These types of cracks can be
indicative of structural or foundational movement, however it cannot be determined as to what caused the
cracks, when the cracks first appeared or if they will expand. Minor stress cracks are normal for this
location due to expansive soil characteristics and should be expected. The cracks should be repaired by a
qualified contractor and monitored for any future separation.
Specific locations where this deficiency was observed: Owners suite - at fur down and at the top of
main stairway
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Owners suite - fur down

Owners suite - fur down

Top of main stairway
(2) Interior Ceilings - Moisture Detected - Moisture was detected utilizing the FLIR B400 thermal
imaging camera in the ceiling of the second floor back bedrooms bathroom (above the garage). The
actual source of the moisture could not be determined at the time of inspection, but it is believed that it is
could be HVAC refrigerant lines running up and through the wall. If this is of concern to the client, we
recommend this be further evaluated by a qualified professional contractor.

Genera areas of concern

Right side

Left side
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(3) Interior Rooms - Tile Flooring - Ceramic flooring tiles in the guest bedrooms bathroom have cracked
and are off set with sharp edges. We recommend that the effected tiles be replaced.

Cracked ceramic tiles
(4) Hardwood Flooring - Gaps / Separations - Separations and or gaps between flooring boards was
observed at the front of the door leading to the back pool area from the kitchen. If this is of concern to the
client we recommend that a qualified flooring contractor further evaluate.

Kitchen back door to pool
G. Doors (Interior and Exterior)
Comments:
(1) Interior Door Operation - No operational deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection.
(2) Interior Door Hardware - The right side owners suite door knob is loose and should be tightened.
(3) Garage Door (overhead) - The overhead garage door locking mechanism is not disabled as current
standards require. Garage doors with automatic operators should have the locking mechanism removed or
disabled to prevent the lock from accidently becoming engaged and causing damage to motor and or
components. The garage door locking mechanism should be removed or disabled by a qualified
contractor. The photo(s) provide a representation of the observed deficiency. The photo(s) should not be
considered the only instance(s) of the observed deficiency. When repair(s) to the observed deficiencies
are corrected, the contractor should correct all deficiencies of the identified type.
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Garage lock not disabled
(representative photograph)
(4) Doors Exterior - The paint is peeling on the outdoors side of the walk through to the exterior garage
door. A professional contractor should assess and make necessary corrections.

Location

Peeling paint
(5) Doors Exterior (overhead garage doors) - The bay 1 and bay 2 garage doors are deflecting outward
at the bottom between panel 1 and panel 2. We recommend having a garage door servicing contractor
further evaluate. Recommendations made by the contractor should be carried out.

Locations on bays 1 and 2
H. Windows
Comments:
(1) Window Interiors & Operation - No deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection. Most operable
windows and those which were accessible opened and operated as intended.
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Note: The windows in the guest bedroom and in the front office east side wall could not be tested for
operation due to current owners belongings blocking access.
(2) Window Operation - Two windows in the second floor living area would not operate to the open
position. It is recommended that a qualified coactor further evaluate and make the necessary corrections.

Non operational windows
(3) Window Fall Protection - The window in the west side bedroom do not have window fall protection
devices. Current building standards state ...where the opening of an operable window is located more than
72 inches above the finished grade or surface below, the lowest part of the clear opening of the window
shall be a minimum of 24 inches above the finished floor of the room in which the window is located.
Operable sections of windows shall not permit openings that allow passage of a 4-inch-diameter sphere
where such openings are located within 24 inches of the finished floor.
It is recommended that a qualified window professional further evaluate and provide measures to prohibit
the window from opening more than 4 inches.

Deficient windows
(4) Exterior of Windows - There are multiple wood window frames or trim that have soft wood. Soft wood
is indicative of wood root. For a detailed understanding of the requirements to correct this deficiency a
qualified contractor should assess and make recommendations for repair or replacement. All
recommendations made by the contractor should be carried out.
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Wood rot

Soft wood

Wood rot

Wood rot

(5) Window Screens - There are window screens that were not installed at the time of the inspection. At
the time of the inspection multiple screens were observed in the garage. Our recommendation is to
request that an inventory the screens be provided. Any missing screens should be replaced by a qualified
professional contractor.
I. Stairways (Interior and Exterior)
Comments:
Stairways - Formal and Informal - Handrails, Guardrails, Treads & Risers - No deficiencies observed
at time of inspection.
J. Fireplaces and Chimneys
Chimney (exterior): Brick
Fireplaces: Four
Types of Fireplaces: Natural Gas w/ Decorative Logs
Comments:
(1) Fireplace Chimney Interiors - Chimney interiors are not full inspected by this firm. It is not possible to
see the entire chimney beyond the damper. If the client is concerned about the condition of the chimney or
flue a professional chimney sweep should be contacted for further evaluation and recommendations. At a
minimum the chimney interior should be cleaned / swept upon move in to establish an maintenance
benchmark and or routine.
(2) Fireplace Dampers - The subject property has a gas supplied fireplaces with faux logs. When gas
burning fireplaces with faux logs are present the damper must be permanently left opened or prevented
from sealing shut with the use / installation of a "damper clamp". At the time of the inspection some of the
dampers were fully open and others were in the fully closed position with no damper clamp present.
(3) Exterior Chimney - No deficiencies observed at time of inspection.
K. Porches, Balconies, Decks and Carports
Comments:
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(1) Porches - Not present at time of inspection.
(2) Balconies - Not present at time of inspection.
(3) Decks - Not present at time of inspection.
(4) Carports - Not present at time of inspection.
L. Other
Comments:
Flatwork - The flatwork on the front left corner of the driveway is broken. It is beyond the scope of this
inspection to determine why. If this is of concern a professional contractor can further evaluate. If repairs
are recommended the recommended repairs should be carried out.

Broken flatwork
M. Thermal Imaging
Comments:
Thermal Imaging - Utilizing the FLIR B400 and i7 thermal imaging cameras, no electrical anomalies,
missing insulation (in required locations), major air exfiltration or major air infiltration around the doors,
windows or HVAC ducting was observed at the time of the inspection.
Note: moisture was detected. See Section F. Ceilings for informal and photos
N. Cosmetic
Comments:
Cosmetic - Exposed Wood Beams - The exposed wood beams in the main living room are presenting
separations and or gaps where the beam intersects to the sheetrock ceiling. This happens when different
materials such as wood, caulking and sheetrock dry at different rates. If this is of concern to the clients, we
recommend that a qualified contactor caulk and repaint as necessary.

Visible area of deficiency
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II. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
A. Service Entrance and Panels
Main Panel(s) Ampacity: (2) 150 AMP service panel
Main Panel Type: Circuit breakers
Service Ground Visible: Yes
Electrical Service Conductors: Overhead service
Comments:
(1) Service Entrance Conductors - (Service Neutral) The service entrance neutral conductors are not
properly color coded. The service entrance neutral should be properly color coded by a licensed
electrician.

Improper color coding
(2) Panels - At the time of the inspection double-tapped neutral lugs were observed in the panels.
Connecting 2 or more wires to a neutral lug or screw is not permitted under current standards. A licensed
professional electrician should evaluate the panel and make recommendations for repairs. Repairs
recommended by the licensed electrician should be carried out.

Representative double tapped
neutrals
(3) Panels - (Branch Conductors) There are improperly color coded wires serving as hot conductors in the
main panel. Current standards call for energized conductors to be color coded black or red. Improperly
color coded wires should be properly color coded on both ends by a licensed professional electrician.
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Improper color coding
(representative photo)
B. Branch Circuits, Connected Devices, and Fixtures
Visible Type of Wiring: Two wire and ground
GFCI's Missing: GFCI test failed in garage
Smoke Detectors: Smoke Detectors are present and in the required locations and connected to a
monitored alarm system.
Carbon Monxide: Could not be verified. CO and Smoke alarms may be a comination type.
Branch wire 15 and 20 amp: Copper
Comments:
(1) Interior Electrical Operation - Switches, Receptacles and Connected Devices - No deficiencies
observed at time of inspection.
(2) Exterior Receptacles - On the right side of the home (front) there is an exterior receptacle gang box
that is not secured to the structure, the conductors are exposed, the receptacle was inoperative and a
weatherproof cover is not present. We recommend having a licensed professional electrician assess the
installation. All recommended repairs or replacements should be carried out.

Box not secured and exposed
conductors

Weatherproof cover not present
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(3) Exterior Receptacles - There are several missing receptacle covers in the garage. We recommend
having covers installed by a qualified contractor..

Missing cover

Missing cover

(4) Exterior Receptacles - Tests for Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) protection in locations where
GFCI protection is required resulted in a failed test on the front garage wall To bring GFCI protection into
compliance with current standards a licensed professional electrician should make all necessary and
proper corrections to the deficient garage receptacle.

Failed garage GFCI test
(5) Interior Attic - Flexible Cord (extension cord) - In the attic space above the MBR there is a plugged
in extension cord. The cord could not be traced to any specific device. The cord passes down into the
structure. Extension cords should not be used as a permanent power source. We recommend having a
licensed professional electrician further evaluate. If the cord is being used as a permanent power source
the licensed professional electrician should make necessary corrections.

Extension cord plugged in

Extension cord passing into
structure
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C. Cosmetic
Comments:
Cosmetic - Ceiling Fans - Trim Ring - The upper trim ring for the ceiling fan in the back second floor
bedroom (above the garage) is displaced and should be properly re-installed.

Displaced trim ring
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III. HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
A. Heating Equipment
Type of Systems - Heating Systems: Forced Air
Energy Sources: Natural gas
Heat System Brand: Carrier, Daikin
Serial #: Daiken 2014 and 2019 Carrier 2- 2010 Rheem 1997
Number of Heat Systems (excluding wood): Five
Comments:
(1) Heating Equipment - Although the heating system responded to proper controls and was performing
as intended and expected. Our inspection of the HVAC system is limited by state licensing requirements, to
observations of readily accessible components and compartments and is not a complete system
diagnostic. Therefore, we recommend having a licensed professional HVAC contractor perform a complete
system diagnostic and servicing routine.
(2) Heating Equipment - No deficiencies observed at time of inspection.
B. Cooling Equipment
Type of Systems - Cooling Systems: Conventional split system
Central Air Manufacturer: Carrier, Daiken
Serial #: Carrier 2-2009 Daiken 1-2014 and 2-2019
Comments:
(1) Outdoor Cooling Equipment - No deficiencies observed at time of inspection.
(2) Indoor Cooling Equipment and Outdoor Cooling Equipment - This inspection of the HVAC system
is limited by state licensing requirements, to observations of readily accessible components and
compartments and is not a complete system diagnostic. Therefore, we recommend having a licensed
professional HVAC contractor perform a comprehensive diagnostics of the cooling equipment. All
recommendations made by the licensed professional HVAC contractor should be carried out.
(3) Indoor Cooling Equipment - The coil compartments on multiple units have been sealed by the
installer. It is beyond the scope of this inspection to disassemble or break the seals to inspect the coils.
(4) Indoor Cooling Equipment - At the time of the inspection the primary condensation drain line for the
Carrier unit that is located to the left of the upper attic ladder was disconnected. The condensation that
would normally be drained into the buildings drainage system was draining into the drip pan and flowing to
the exterior of the home. We recommend having a professional HVAC contractor reconnect the drain line.

Disconnected primary drain line

Condensation flowing out of the
drip pan drain line

(5) Indoor Cooling Equipment - The small vertical unit in the upper attic does not have the proper service
clearance in front of the unit. Current building standards call for a minimum of 30 inches of clearance in
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front of the unit. If this is of concern to you a licensed professional HVAC contractor can further evaluate
and bring the installation into compliance with current building standards.

Support obstructs access to the
unit
(6) Indoor Cooling Equipment - There is rust in the drip pan and on the coil of the unit that is located in
the MBR attic space. We recommend having a licensed professional HVAC contractor further evaluate.
Recommendations made by the licensed professional HVAC contractor should be carried out.

Rusted drip pan

Rusted coil
C. Duct Systems, Chases, and Vents
Ductwork: Insulated flex duct
Filter Type: Disposable
Comments:
(1) Maintenance Recommendation - The HVAC filter(s) should be replaced upon move in and a
replacement schedule should be established.
(2) Duct Systems, Chases and Vents - No deficiencies observed at time of inspection.
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IV. PLUMBING SYSTEM
A. Plumbing Supply Distribution Systems and Fixtures
Location of water meter: Alley
Static water pressure reading: 60 pounds/square inch
Water Source: Public
Location of shutoff: Unknown (cannot locate)
Plumbing Water Distribution (visible inside home): Copper
Comments:
(1) Interior Plumbing Supply - No operational flow deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection.
Interior water supply was determined by operating two faucets simultaneously and observing functional
flow.
(2) Interior Plumbing Fixtures - Sinks - Two bathroom sinks are loose within their vanity tops. It is
recommended that the loose sinks further evaluated and secured by a licensed professional plumber or
contactor.
Locations include: Second floor back bedrooms bathroom (over garage) and the current boys bedrooms
bathroom west side of home
(3) Gas Supply - The gas supply lines to 4 of the 5 furnace do not have drip legs/sediment traps. Current
plumbing standards call for drip legs to be placed as near as possible to gas supplied appliances. Drip
legs/sediment traps are designed to capture excess moisture or impurities in the supplied gas. Our
recommendation is to consult with a licensed professional plumber regarding the installation of drip legs/
sediment traps. Recommendations made by the plumber should be carried out.
B. Drains, Waste, and Vents
Plumbing Waste - Visible Piping: PVC
Comments:
(1) Interior Drains - Drains performing as intended.
Interior Wastes - Wastes performing as intended.
Interior Vents - Vents performing as intended.
(2) Interior Plumbing Drain Components - Drain Stop Levers - The drain stop levers in the following
locations are not functioning as intended. When the lever is pushed or pulled the drain stop fails to engage
or disengage and stop the flow of water down the drain.. It is recommended this be repaired by a licensed
professional plumber or qualified contractor.
Locations include: Both in the owners suite bathroom and the one in the formal powder bathroom
(3) Exterior Vents - No deficiencies observed at the time of inspection.
C. Water Heating Equipment
Water Heater Manufacturer: Bradford-White
Extra Info: 2-2016
Water Heater(s) Energy Sources: Natural Gas
Capacity (Water Heater): (2) 50 Gallon
Water Heater Location: Garage
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Extra Info: Closet
Comments:
(1) Water Heating Equipment Operation - No operational deficiencies. The water heating equipment is
producing copious amounts of hot water at all hot water dispensing locations.
(2) Water Heating Equipment - The water heater Temperature Pressure Relief (TPR) valve was not
tested for operation. Due to the frequency of TPR valves not resetting after testing we recommend having
the TPR valve tested when a licensed professional plumber is on site.
(3) Water Heating Equipment - No deficiencies observed at time of inspection.
D. Hydro-Massage Therapy Equipment
Comments:
Hydro-Massage Therapy Equipment - Although fully operational at the time of the inspection, there is no
service access panel either to the front of the unit or to the sides. It is recommended that an access panel
be provided to allow for access to the pump, motor, electrical and jets. Due to the lack of a service panel
the pump, motor, electrical bonding and jets could not be visually inspected or manually tested. It is
recommended that a service access panel be provided and the system be further evaluated for proper
operation, bonding and deficiencies by a licensed professional electrician.
E. Other
Comments:
Interior Gas Connections and Main Meter - Utilizing the Bacharach Gas Leak Detector, no leaks were
detected at connections or fittings at the time of the inspection, (of those that were visible and or
accessible).
F. Residential Fire Suppression System
Comments:
Residential Fire Suppression System - Not present at the time of the inspection.
G. Cosmetic
Comments:
No cosmetic deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection.
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V. APPLIANCES
A. Dishwashers
Comments:
(1) Dishwasher - Right Side Unit - No deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection. Unit
performing as intended.
(2) Dishwasher - Left Side Unit - The dishwasher test for the left side unit was terminated as the unit was
leaking out of the bottom left corner. This leak was / is being caused be a faulty interior gasket. It is
recommended that the gasket be adjusted or replaced and the unit re-tested.
B. Food Waste Disposers
Comments:
Food Waste Disposers - No deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection. Unit performing as
intended.
C. Range Hood and Exhaust Systems
Comments:
Range Hood and Exhaust Systems - No deficiencies observed at time of inspection. Unit performing as
intended.
D. Ranges, Cooktops and Ovens
Comments:
Gas Cooktop - No deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection. Unit performing as intended.
Gas Cook Top Griddle - No deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection. Unit performing as
intended.
Ovens - No deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection. Units performing as intended.
E. Microwave Ovens
Comments:
Microwave Oven(s) - No deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection. Unit performing as intended.
F. Mechanical Exhaust Vents and Bathroom Heaters
Comments:
Mechanical Exhaust Vents - No deficiencies observed at time of inspection. Units performing as
intended.
Bathroom Heaters - Not present at the time of the inspection.
G. Garage Door Operators
Comments:
Safety Sensors - The automatic shutoff/stop sensors on either side of the garage door(s) are greater than
six inches above the garage floor. Current standards require sensors to be no higher than six inches
above the garage floor surface. The sensors height should be lowered to a maximum height of six inches
above the garage floor.
H. Dryer Exhaust Systems
Comments:
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Dryer Exhaust System - The dryers vent hood and damper are filled with lint. This is a known fire safety
hazard. Our recommendation is to have the dryer duct and hood be cleaned upon move in.

Obstructed dryer vent hood and
damper
I. Other
Comments:
No other appliances present or inspected at the time of the inspection.
J. Refrigerator
Comments:
Refrigerator - No deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection. Unit performing as intended.
Although fully operational at the time of the inspection we recommend that the compressor compartments
be cleaned.
K. Freezer
Comments:
Freezer - No deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection. Unit performing as intended.
Ice Maker (incorporated with Freezer) - No deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection. Unit
performing as intended.
Although fully operational at the time of the inspection we recommend that the compressor compartments
be cleaned.
L. Ice Machine (stand alone)
Comments:
Ice Machine (stand alone) - No deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection.
M. Small Refrigerators
Comments:
Small Refrigerators - No deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection. Unit performing as intended.
N. Small Drawer Refrigerators
Comments:
Small Drawer Refrigerator - Not present at the time of the inspection.
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O. Small Drawer Freezers
Comments:
Small Drawer Freezer - Not present at the time of the inspection.
P. Wine Cooler(s)
Comments:
(1) Wine Cooler - No deficiencies observed at the time of the inspection. Unit performing as intended.
(2) Wine Cooler(s) - Not present at the time of the inspection.
Q. Warming Drawer(s)
Comments:
Warming Drawer(s) - Not present at the time of the inspection.
R. Cosmetic
Comments:
Cosmetic - Refrigerator / Freezer Unit Doors - Small dents / surface blemishes were observed. Client
advised that the doors would be replaced by current owner.
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VI. OPTIONAL SYSTEMS
A. Landscape Irrigation (Sprinkler) Systems
Lawn Irrigation Control Panel Resonding: Yes - Control panel resopnds to normal controls and
demands.
Lawn Irrigation System Brand (Control Head): SmartLine Weathermatic
Lawn Irrigation System Control Head Located: Garage
Lawn Irrigaiton Plans On Site: No
Lawn Irrigation Anti Rain and Freeze Sensor Present: Yes
Lawn Irrigation System Number of Zones: Could not confirm due to the lack of an as built plan and
zones that may be drip lines that are buried.
Extra Info: 17 zones were visible
Comments:
Landscape Irrigation - The irrigation system does not have an as built plan. An as built plan is a
reference for the layout of the system as built. It is recommended that an as built plan be produced by a
qualified landscape irrigation systems contractor.
B. Swimming Pools, Spas, Hot Tubs, and Equipment
Pool - Type of Construction: Gunite (concrete)
Style: In ground
Shape: Freeform
Pool Slide: No
Pool Diving Board: No
Pool Heater: Yes - and operational
Pool Filtration System: Pools filtration system is operating as intended.
Pool Cleaner: Present and opeational at the time of the inspection.
Pool Mechanicals: Pool has electronic control board with remote.
House has alarms notifying of doors opening.: No notificaiton alarms at doors.
Spa Heater: Spa and pool heater combined.
Spa Filtration System: Spa filtration system is combined with the pool.
Spa Mechanicals: Spa shares controls with pool panel.
Spa Blower: Spa blower present and operational.
Comments:
(1) Our company does not inspect pools for leaks or seepage. Only components readily accessible are
inspected.
(2) Pool Barrier Doors - Doors accessing the pool enclosure do not have alarms per current standards.
Doors with direct access to the pool through a wall serving as part of the enclosure barrier shall be
equipped with an alarm which produces an audible warning when the door and/or its screen, if present, are
opened. The audible alarm shall be UL listed, activate within 7 seconds and sound continuously for a
minimum of 30 seconds after door and/or its screen, if present, are opened and be capable of being heard
throughout the house during normal household activities. The alarm shall automatically reset under all
conditions. The alarm shall be equipped with a manual means, such as a touchpad or switch to temporarily
deactivate the alarm for a single opening. Such deactivation shall last for not more than 15 seconds. The
deactivation switch shall be at least 54 inches above the door threshold, and out of the reach of children.
Doors should be evaluated and alarms installed by a qualified pool services contractor.
(3) Gates - The pool barrier gates were not self closing, or self latching at the time of the inspection. All
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barrier gates directly accessing swimming pool area are required to swing out and away from the pool
area, be self closing and self latching. It is recommended that the non-compliant safety features on the
gate(s) be evaluated and corrected by a qualified pool services contractor.

Front gate not self closing/
latching

rear gate not self latching

(4) Above Ground Plumbing - There were leaks in the above ground plumbing at the time of the
inspection. Recommend further evaluation and correction by a qualified pool services contractor.

Leak near chlorinator.

Leak near heater cabinet.

Leak near sensor.
(5) Coping Stones - The sealant between the coping stones and the decking was separated, and some of
the mortar was deteriorated at the time of the inspection. It is recommended that these areas be sealed
with an approved sealant for pool or exterior to prevent water penetration or further separation which may
lead to unwanted movement. Recommend correction by a qualified pool services contractor.
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Sealant separation.

Deteriorated sealant.

Deteriorated mortar.
(6) Spa Controls - The spa controls were not operational at the time of the inspection. Recommend
further evaluation and correction by a qualified pool services contractor.

Inoperative spa controls.
(7) Valve - Set screw knobs were missing from some of the pool valve handles at the time of the
inspection. Recommend correction by a qualified professional pool services technician.

Missing set screw knob.

Missing set screw knob.

(8) Pool Remote - At the request of the owner, the pool equipment remote control was not tested at the
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time of the inspection. Recommend having the owner verify that the remote is operational and explain it's
functions.
C. Outbuildings
Comments:
Not present at time of inspection.
D. Private Water Wells (A coliform analysis is recommended)
Comments:
Municipal Water Supply
E. Private Sewage Disposal (Septic) System
Comments:
Municipal Sewage Disposal System
F. Other
Comments:
No other optional systems present or inspected at time of inspection.
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